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RÉSUMÉ.

ABSTRACT. Focused retrieval retrieves and ranks sub-parts of documents according to their es-
timated relevance to a query. Many approaches akin to Structured Document retrieval exploit
documents structure to effectively retrieve logic elements (titles, sections, etc...). Other ap-
proaches like Passage Retrieval aim at retrieving arbitrary length text unit (passages), consid-
ering the document as a unstructured flat text. In this work, we use the best of the two worlds.
We want to (1) retrieve passages to find the best text units to retrieve ; (2) exploit the document’s
structure to more effectively estimate the passages’ relevance. Previous work has shown that
leveraging on the passage context was efficient for passage ranking. We believe that the infor-
mation given by a document’s structure can be used to estimate its passages’ context. Firstly, we
propose several ways to represent and integrate a document’s structure and its sub-structures
elements (sections) in the estimation of its passages’ context. Secondly, we integrate these pas-
sage contexts in a state-of-the-art passage retrieval model. We evaluate our approach on two
passage retrieval tasks on structured documents: CLEF IP2012 and CLEF IP2013. Our results
show that using a document’s structure to estimate its passages’ contexts improves retrieval
performances.

MOTS-CLÉS : Recherche d’information, Recherche de passage, Recherche de brevet, Contextua-
lisation, Documents structurés.

KEYWORDS: Information Retrieval, Passage Retrieval, Patent Retrieval, Contextualization,
Structured documents.
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1. Introduction

Structured retrieval (or XML retrieval) is concerned with the retrieval of document
elements. The structure of a document, most of the time provided by the document
mark-up language, is exploited to find the most relevant document elements to a query.
One consequence is that the different retrieved elements have varying length, increa-
sing or decreasing depending on their level in the hierarchy. Indeed, leaf elements
often take the form of small text units. This approach brings two problems: (1) As the
terms of a query are less likely to directly appear in a small text unit, such text units
might be ranked lower despite their relevance. (2) The elements defined beforehand
from the mark-up language bound the retrieval and prevent the system from returning
potentially relevant text units that are not anchored in the document’s structure.

To cope with problem (1), current approaches resort to contextualization ; that is,
the consideration of an element’s context. Passage retrieval is concerned with the re-
trieval of passages: small textual elements. Its objective is very similar to Structured
Retrieval, and share the same need for contextualization. However, unlike these, pas-
sage retrieval is purposed to work with unstructured documents. To do so, it usually
segments a document into passages according to hand-crafted heuristics based on the
number of characters, words, or punctuation. This allows for a free segmentation of a
document’s textual content, coping with problem (2).

In this work, we investigate the combination of approaches akin to Structured Re-
trieval exploiting the structure of a document and approaches akin to Passage Retrieval
allowing a document’s textual content to be freely segmented. We argue that contex-
tualizing a passage amounts to propagate relevance from other passages of the same
document towards it. We explore several propagation methods. More precisely, we
hypothesize that passages closer to each other might be able to better contextualize
each other. Evaluation performed on two patent passage retrieval tasks (CLEF-IP2012,
CLEF-IP2013) shows the merits of our approach.

We first present in section 2 a state of the art focusing on Passage Retrieval and
Structured Retrieval. Then, in section 3, we dive into our proposals starting with some
definitions and then investigating relevance propagation as a contextualization tool.
Finally in section 4, we conduct and evaluation on two patent passage retrieval tasks.
We present and then analyze the results before concluding.

2. State of the Art

Passage Retrieval

Several contextualization methods for passage retrieval were examined in the past.
A commonly used context for passages is their containing document (Sheetrit et al.,
2019 ; Callan, 1994 ; Murdock et Croft, 2005 ; Fernández et al., 2011 ; Bendersky et
Kurland, 2008). We will use such idea in our proposal.
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Others passage contextualization approaches consider its neighbour passages
(Sheetrit et al., 2019 ; Fernández et al., 2011 ; Krikon et al., 2011 ; Carmel et al., 2013).
For instance, (Sheetrit et al., 2019) considers the previous and next passages of a pas-
sage. In our case, we consider a passage’s neighbourhood according to the structure
of its document.

Query terms proximity may be used to estimate a passage’s context (Carmel et al.,
2013 ; Beigbeder, 2010). These approaches, based on Position Language Models (Lv
et Zhai, 2009), give each position in a text a proximity value, depending on its distance
from the query terms : each query term propagates its relevance in a decreasing manner
around it. We also share the intuition that a relevant element can positively influence
its neighbourhood decreasingly in term of distance. We investigate in our work the
propagation of relevance not between terms, but between passages, and more generally
elements of a document’s structure.

Structured Retrieval

Structured retrieval methods represent a document’s structure as a tree. Their ob-
jective is to leverage on this tree to find relations between its elements to perform
contextualization (Kekäläinen et al., 2018).

Some approaches (Norozi et Arvola, 2013 ; Norozi et al., 2012 ; Arvola et al.,
2005 ; Arvola et al., 2008) introduce the notion of neighbourhood contextualization.
They propose to contextualize elements in their "neighbourhood". They propagate an
element’s relevance in an uniform manner across its neighbourhood. We expand such
works by proposing weighted relevance propagation depending on its distance from
the propagating element.

Other approaches close to our work are (Callan, 1994 ; Kaszkiel et al., 1999 ; Ogil-
vie et Callan, 2005 ; Mass et Mandelbrod, 2005). They argue that the relevance score
of a non-leaf node should depend of its children scores. Furthermore, they use these
new founded scores to smooth down the relevance of their children.

Our approach use comparable mechanisms, under the form of relevance propaga-
tion, but differ in two points. First, these approaches use heavy marked up documents
(such as XML documents) which contain lots of different tags (entry, weblink, link, b,
lists, ref...) segmenting a document into very small elements (Norozi et al., 2012 ; No-
rozi et Arvola, 2013). We position ourselves in a situation closer to Passage Retrieval
and consider a document’s structure to be composed solely of sections (non-leaves
nodes) and passages (leaves nodes) which are extracted from the a flat representation
of a section’s text content.Moreover, we consider only the retrieval of passages and
do not bother with the retrieval of other structuring elements. Second, we consider
relevance propagation such propagation should be weighted by a decreasing function
of the structural distance between the propagating element and its target.
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3. Proposal

3.1. Definitions

A structured document is composed of a logical structure and a textual content
(Verbyst, 2008 ; Lalmas, 2009). A document’s structure is usually represented as a
tree in Structured Retrieval (Ogilvie et Callan, 2005 ; Norozi et Arvola, 2013 ; Norozi
et al., 2012). However, we consider here the general structured document case and
do not consider any particularity about mark-up tags : we consider the structure to
be solely composed of sections and passages. An example of how we represent a
document’s structure can be seen in figure 1.

A section is a titled recursive logical element that may contain other non-leaves
nodes sections with titles, or leaves nodes passages without title.

A passage is a textual element that has a single parent section. Passages may be
defined by an approximate length (number of characters or words) or delimited by
punctuation. In all cases, a passage is bound by the section which contains it.

Figure 1. Representation of a document’s structure. Circles (root, s1, s2, s3, s4, s5)
and squares (g1, g2, g3, g4, g5, g6) represent sections and passages, respectively.

The following formal notations and expressions will be used throughout the paper.

A document d is characterized by its root section rootd. It also possesses a set of
passages and sections.

A section s is characterized by the set of sections ss and passages sg that are its
direct children. Moreover, stitle indicates s’s title.

A passage1 g is characterized by its document (the document in which it appears
in) gdoc, and its direct parent section gsection. As a matter of clarity, we note that g
belong to several sections: one directly and several transitively.

1. Notations taken from the literature (Sheetrit et al., 2019 ; Sheetrit et Kurland, 2019)
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3.1.1. Retrieval Framework

The purpose of passage retrieval is to output a ranked list of passages, giving each
of them a relevance score with respect to a query. In this paper, we denote the scoring
function by Gretrieval, and a passage relevance score by final passage score. This is
done to avoid any confusion since our models might use intermediary passage scores
in the computation of the final passage score.

As already stated, previous works showed that contextualizing passages is impor-
tant to correctly estimate their relevance to a query. We argue that Gretrieval should
compute a passage’s final passage score using information about its textual content
and information about its context.

Gretrieval(q, g) = information_content(q, g)⊕information_context(q, g) [1]

3.2. Relevance Propagation as a Contextualization Tool

Many state-of-the-art methods contextualize a passage g by combining and mixing
scores from other passages of the document or even use the whole document itself
(Carmel et al., 2013 ; Beigbeder, 2010 ; Sheetrit et al., 2019 ; Callan, 1994 ; Murdock
et Croft, 2005 ; Fernández et al., 2011 ; Bendersky et Kurland, 2008). This amounts to
"propagate" relevance information between the different elements of a document.

We consider various methods to propagate relevance information through the
structure of a document. We have the intuition that closer elements are more likely
to contextualize each other. Behind this intuition we hypothesize that, to improve
contextualization, a relevance propagation should be relative to the distance (in the
tree) between two elements.

First, we present our method used to measure the similarity between a text and the
query, used in the remainder of this paper. Then, we will look into absolute relevance
propagation methods where a propagated relevance is equivalent for every element
targeted by the propagation as seen on Figure 2 (a). Finally, we investigate relative
relevance propagation methods where a propagated relevance depends on the distance
between the propagator and the element targeted by the propagation as seen on Figure
2 (b).

3.2.1. Text-Query Similarity

In the following, all initial matching between a text item (i.e: document, section
title, passages, ...) are based on the negative Cross Entropy (Zhai et Lafferty, 2001 ;
Sheetrit et al., 2019 ; Sheetrit et Kurland, 2019) between the unigram language models
induced from them:

Sim(x, y) = exp(−CE(θMLE
x ||θDir

y )) [2]
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Figure 2. Differences between absolute propagation (a) and relative propagation (b).
s1 is a section propagating relevance to its passages g1, g2, g3 uniformly on the left,
and depending on their relative distance on the right.

θMLE
x is the unsmoothed maximum likelihood estimate induced from x and θDir

y is
a Dirichlet smoothed language model induced from y (Zhai et Lafferty, 2001). This
similarity function has shown good performances for retrieval applications.

3.2.2. Absolute Relevance Propagation

paragraph*Document-Only Contextualization

Our first proposal, QSFv , is a variant of the “query-similarity fusion” function
(Callan, 1994 ; Carmel et al., 2013). The final passage score combines an initial (out
of context) score from the passage and a score from its document.This linear combi-
nation propagates the relevance from a document’s score to its passages: each passage
of the same document gets the same propagation of relevance.

The initial (out of context) score of a passage estimates the
information_content(q, g) part of equation (1), while the propagated docu-
ment’s score estimates its information_context(q, g).

The process is as follow: we initially compute an initial score (with respect to a
query q) for every passage and every documents using Sim(x,y). Then, we apply a
min-max normalization to the passage scores on one hand and the document scores on
the other hand. Such normalization is a must, as the full document is much larger than
a passage, leading to large differences in the matching scores. Finally, we fuse with
a linear combination the passage normalized score and its document gdoc normalized
score. We use min-max normalization because it brings both scores to [0,1] scale, lea-
ding to better explainability of the linear combination. We note that linear combination
is chosen for simplicity and leave to future works the analysis of more precautionary
forms of combinations such as the one presented in (Robertson et al., 2004).
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We define the function QSFv as:

QSFv(q, g) = α ∗ Simnorm(q, g) + (1− α) ∗ Simnorm(q, gdoc) [3]

α being a free parameter : α ∈ [0, 1] Where Simnorm(q, g) is computed as such :

Simnorm(q, g) =
Sim(q, g)−min{g′∈Ginit} Sim(q, g′)

max{g′∈Ginit} Sim(q, g′)−min{g′∈Ginit} Sim(q, g′)
[4]

Simnorm(q, gdoc) is computed the same way, replacing Sim(q, g) with
Sim(q, gdoc).

Titles-Only Propagation

The different elements contained in a section (be it passages or other sections)
are usually semantically linked. We argue that this link can be characterized by the
sections’ titles, and think that we can use them to contextualize their passages. For
example, the words in a section’s title does not always appear in the passages contai-
ned in said section, meaning that these passages are missing some contextualization
information. If a passage is missing some of the query words, but these words appear
in its parent sections’ titles, the passage score will be increased.

To cope with this behaviour, each passage’s relevance is impacted by the relevance
of its parent sections’ titles: we propagate the relevance information about a section’s
title to its passages.

A passage may be, directly of transitively, part of several sections. However it is
difficult to know if the title of its direct parent section is of more importance than
the one of the document, for example. Because of that, we decide to propagate titles
information from a section to its passages equivalently.

Since titles are usually very small text units (a few words) we argue they would
not fit as a proper "document" for language model based approaches (such as our
similarity Sim(x, y)) to work. That is why we choose to modify the way we initially
score a passage using the titles of the sections it belong to. We design Simtitle(q, g)
as a query similarity measure that takes into account the words in passage g and the
words in every of g’s parent section, from its direct parent section gsection to the root
of the document rootd:

Simtitle(q, g) = Sim(q, g ⊕∀s:gsection→rootgdoc
stitle) [5]

where the operator⊕ indicates a concatenation between two texts, and the operator
→ indicates an enumeration of the sections from gsection to rootgdoc .

For the remainder of this paper, we will use Simtitle(q, g) instead of Sim(q, g)
when initially scoring a passage g and define the function QSFvtitle(q, g) which is a
variant of QSFv(q, g) using this new similarity function:

QSFvtitle(q, g) = α ∗ Simtitlenorm(q, g) + (1− α) ∗ Simnorm(q, gdoc) [6]

α being a free parameter : α ∈ [0, 1]
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Direct Parent Section Contextualization

As stated before, a section links the elements it contains in a semantic way, simi-
larly to a full document. However, a section is a more focused semantic element than
a document: two passages a and b appearing in the same section have more chances
to be semantically related than two passages c and d appearing in different sections
but in the same document. We also think that, out of all the parent sections of a pas-
sage, its direct parent section holds the most precise semantic information. Thus, we
argue that considering a passage’s direct parent section can effectively contextualize it.
We compute a relevance score for every passages’ direct parent section, and integrate
this score into equation [1] by uniformly propagating a section’s score to its direct
children.Similar to (Callan, 1994 ; Kaszkiel et al., 1999 ; Ogilvie et Callan, 2005), we
define the score given to a section s as an aggregation of its direct children’s score. The
initial score of a passage is Simtitle(q, g) (as defined by equation [5]). The aggrega-
tion function might be any non-decreasing function, such as, for example, average or
maximum.

Formally we recursively define the function Simsec(q, s) as:

Simsec(q, s) = aggregation(
[
Simtitle(q, g)

]
∀g∈sg

;
[
Simsec(q, s

′)
]
∀s′∈ss

) [7]

To be compliant with the definition of Gretrieval, Simsec(q, s) should estimate
the information_context(q, g) component. We first decide to combine it with
the query-document similarity ( Simnorm(q, gdoc)) since the two components bring
context information from different granularity levels, so as to improve the context es-
timation. This amounts to modify QSFv by integrating Simsec(q, s) in its context
estimation. To do so, we first follow the same normalization process as before: We
define Simsecnorm(q, gsection) as the min-max normalized score of passage g’s direct
parent. Then, we compute g’s final passage score by integrating a linear combination
between this normalized score and the normalized score of g’s document. Formally,
we define QSFsection as:

QSFsection(q, g) =α ∗ Simtitlenorm(q, g)

+(1− α) ∗
(
β ∗ Simnorm(q, gdoc)

+(1− β) ∗ Simsecnorm(q, gsection)

)
[8]

α and β being free parameters : α, β ∈ [0, 1]2.

3.2.3. Relative Relevance Propagation

We investigate here “distance-based” relevance propagation through a document’s
structure. We define such distance between 2 document elements x and y, dis-
tance(x,y), as the number of edges on the graph required to move from one element to
the other.
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Full Parent Section Contextualization

We have previously derived a function QSFsection that contextualizes a passage
with its direct parent section. However, a passage often has multiple parent sections
and it is natural to investigate their ability to contextualize efficiently. This method has
already shown its strength (Arvola et al., 2008). Here we will in addition exploit the
relative distance between elements.

We think that it is possible to effectively contextualize a passage g by propaga-
ting its parent sections (i.e., all the sections that contain, directly of transitively, the
passage) scores according to their relative distance to g with the following intuition
: the farther from a passage a parent section is, the less its score should be propa-
gated. To do so, we define distweight(distance(g, s)) as a strictly decreasing func-
tion of distance(g,s) (the distance between g and s on the graph). Our goal is to de-
fine propagsection(q, g) as a function aggregating g’s parent sections similarity scores
weighted by distweight, and integrate it into Gretrieval. An example of weighted re-
levance propagation from parent sections can be seen in figure 3.

Figure 3. Example of relevance propagation from parent sections. g6 represents the
passage targeted by the propagation. root, s2 and s5 are sections. q is a query.

This process is done in four steps : (1) we score each section in a document d
with equation (7), (2) for each passage in d we compute propagation scores from
its different parent sections. This results in a set of propagated scores for each pas-
sage. Then (3) we aggregate these propagated scores and give each passage a single
propagsection. Finally (4) we modify QSFv by integrating these scores, creating
QSFsectionPropagate.

More formally, we define the function propag as :

propagsection(q, g) =aggregation

([
Simsec(q, s)

∗distweight(distance(g, s))
]
s:gsection→rootgdoc

)
[9]

where gsection → rootgdoc indicates the enumeration of parent sections from gsection
to rootgdoc .
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We follow the same principle as we did with QSFsection by considering that the
propagsection scores should be integrated into the information_context(q, g) com-
ponent of Gretrieval. We start with a min-max normalization of the propagsection
scores into propagsectionnorm scores and compute g’s final passage score by integra-
ting them into the QSFv:

QSFsectionPropagate(q, g) =α ∗ Simtitlenorm(q, g)

+(1− α) ∗
(
β ∗ Simnorm(q, gdoc) [10]

+(1− β) ∗ propagsectionnorm(q, gsection)
)

α and β being free parameters : α, β ∈ [0, 1]2.

Passage Relevance Propagation

We now investigate a more direct approach to weighted relevance propagation. We
explore if we can directly contextualize a passage by propagating the relevance of all
other passages in the same document.

The process is very similar to the one inQSFsectionPropagate(q, g), except that do
not propagate from parent sections, but directly from every passage of a document.

First, we define propagpassage as :

propagpassage(q, g) =aggregation

([
Simtitle(q, g

′)

∗distweight(distance(g, s))
]
g′∈gdoc,g′ 6=g

)
[11]

Then, we min-max normalize the propagpassage scores into propagpassagenorm
scores and compute g’s final passage score by integrating them into QSFv as such :

QSFpassagePropagate(q, g) =α ∗ Simtitlenorm(q, g)

+(1− α) ∗
(
β ∗ Simnorm(q, gdoc) [12]

+(1− β) ∗ propagpassagenorm(q, g)
)

α and β being free parameters : α, β ∈ [0, 1]2
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4. Evaluation

4.1. Experimental Setup on CLEF-IP Tasks

Datasets

Since our approach exploits the structure of documents, we focus our evaluation on
highly structured documents: patents. We evaluate our models on the CLEF-IP2012
and CLEF-IP2013 passage retrieval tasks (Piroi et al., 2012 ; Piroi et al., 2013). These
tasks are both based on the CLEF-IP dataset, which contains 2.6 million patent do-
cuments, and contains French, German and English queries separated in train and
test sets. We conduct our experiments on English queries only. For CLEF-IP2012 this
amounts to 21 training queries and 35 test queries. For CLEF-IP2013 this amounts to
56 training queries and 50 test queries.

Structure Extraction

Patents in the CLEF-IP dataset are available in XML format. They are most of the
time segmented in four main sections: bibliography, abstract, description and claims.
To build the structure of a patent document, we use these four sections as starting
points in the XML structure to look for other sections. We use hand-crafted features,
either based on XML tags, case or number of characters.We segment a patent docu-
ment into passages which align with the relevance judgements of both tasks.

Query Transformation

The objective of the two aforementioned tasks is prior art search: finding patents
(in this case passages of patents) that are similar to a set of query claims coming from a
patent document. It is a popular practice to use this full patent document and transform
it into a short, refined query (Mahdabi et al., 2011 ; Xue et Croft, 2009 ; Mahdabi
et al., 2013 ; Andersson et al., 2016). We use an already solid method from the state-of-
the-art (Mahdabi et al., 2011). Let qd be a query patent document, our implementations
defines a first form of the query as the 10 words with highest tf-idf in qd’s abstract,
and a second form of as the 100 words with highest tf-idf in qd’s query claims.

Evaluation Measures

CLEF-IP2012-2013 results were reported according to five evaluation measures.
We report the same measures to be compliant with the original tasks. Here, a relevant
document is a document which contains at least one relevant passage. We report three
measures at the document-level: (1) PRES@100 which measures the effectiveness of
ranking documentsrelative to the best and worst ranking cases, where the best ranking
case is retrieving all relevant documents at the top of the list, and the worst is retrieving
all the relevant documents just after the maximum number of documents to be che-
cked by the user2 (in this case, 100) (Magdy et Jones, 2010). (2) RECALL@100 and

2. http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/wmagdy/PRES.html
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(3) MAP@100. We also report two measures at the passage level: (4) MAP(D) which
computes the AP inside each relevant document (considering its passages), averages
this score for a query over its relevant documents, and averages it across all queries to
get the MAP. (5) PREC(D) which computes the precision inside each relevant docu-
ment and averages the scores in the same manner as for MAP(D).

4.1.1. Models Implementation

Efficient Adaptation of the Framework

As it is usual for passage retrieval, our models process a query with a document re-
trieval step and then a passage ranking step. A set of documents is first retrieved using
the query,and then the model computes scores for every passage in this document set.
During the document retrieval step, we use a filtering mechanism to eliminate docu-
ments which do not share any IPC code (International Patent Classification: codes
grouping patents according to different criteria) with the query patent document. Even
if this filtering might discard relevant documents, it brings good performances in prac-
tice (Gobeill et Ruch, 2012).

We set the number of documents to be retrieved (during the first step) to 1000. We
also set the number of passages to be returned by the system to 1500, which means
that the second step ranks every passage of the 1000 documents, and keeps the 1500
highest-ranked ones.

We implement our models using the Terrier Information Retrieval System (Ounis
et al., 2006). We use a classical porter stemmer and discard stop-words according
to the stop-words list native to Terrier. The Dirichlet smoothing parameter inside
Sim(x, y) and Simtitle(x, y) is set to 1000 (Sheetrit et al., 2019 ; Zhai et Laf-
ferty, 2001 ; Sheetrit et Kurland, 2019), and we learn every other parameter by op-
timising the MAP(D) measure on the train set.

Table 1 summarizes the values we learn the different parameters on.

Aggregation Function

Three of our models use an aggregation function to compute the score of a pas-
sage. For QSFsection, we choose the aggregation function to be the average func-
tion following the literature (Ogilvie et Callan, 2005 ; Norozi et Arvola, 2013 ; Ar-
vola et al., 2005). For QSFsectionPropagate and QSFpassagePropagate, we experi-
mented with two implementations of this function : average and maximum. Howe-
ver we found that the maximum function leads to significantly worse performances.
We choose to only report the results of the average implementations under the names
QSFsectionPropagateAV G and QSFpassagePropagateAV G.

Distance Weighting Function

Two of our models use the distance between two elements
distweight(distance(x, y)) in the document structure to compute the score of a
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α β Gaussian parameter Dirichlet parameter
Range 0→ 1 0→ 1 [0.5, 1, 2, 5] [1000]
Step 0.1 0.1 - -

Tableau 1. Range and step of values the model parameters are learned on.

passage. We have defined distance(x,y) in Section 3, and deliberately left distweight

subject to experiments. Following works using propagation functions (Carmel
et al., 2013), we define distweight(distance(x, y)) as the Gaussian function:

distweight(distance(x, y)) = e−
distance(x,y)2

2σ2 [13]

σ being a free parameter. We experimented with values of σ in {0.5, 1, 2, 5}.

4.2. Results

4.2.1. Models Performances

Tables 2 and 3 report the performance of several passage retrieval models for the
passage retrieval task of CLEF-IP2012 and CLEF-IP2013, respectively. The first rows
report the best scores obtained at CLEF-IP2012-2013 as measured by the five evalua-
tion measures: they do not necessarily come from the same run34. On Table 1, from
the second row up to the end of the table, we present our models and their variations.

On Table 2, we also present a more recent approach which focuses on query ge-
neration (Andersson et al., 2016). We note that this work is dissimilar to us because it
focuses on transforming a patent query into a clever, more refined query by applying
several filters to candidate words before selecting them .Though, we report their re-
sults to be closer to the state of the art.Out of all the approaches they present in the
paper, we chose to report the one which had the highest MAP(D) and PREC(D).

We can see on Table 2 that our approaches outperform the best results reported on
CLEF-IP2012 for four out of the five evaluation measures. We note on Table 3 that we
outperform the best results reported on CLEF-IP2013 and those reported by a more
recent work for three out of the five evaluation measures.

The increases in PRES@100 and Recall@100 across both tasks indicate
that our contextualization approaches, especially QSFpassagePropagateAV G and
QSFsectionPropagateAV G, are able to retrieve passages for a greater number of dif-
ferent relevant documents.

3. CLEF-IP2012 references for PRES, Recall, MAP, MAP(D) are (Gobeill et Ruch, 2012). Re-
ference for PREC(D) is (Wilhelm-Stein et al., 2012)
4. CLEF-IP2013 references for PRES, Recall, MAP, PREC(D) are (Luo et Yang, 2013). Refe-
rence for MAP(D) is (Eiselt et Oberreuter, 2013)
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Methods PRES@100 Recall@100 MAP@100 MAP(D) PREC(D)

IP-2012 top scores 0.3313 0.4401 0.1410ij 0.0964 0.1032
QSFv 0.3545o 0.4901o 0.1071 0.1392o 0.1150
QSFvtitle 0.3570o 0.5152o 0.1110 0.1562o 0.1310o

QSFsection 0.3578o 0.5307oi 0.1372i 0.1643o 0.1249
QSFsectionPropagateAV G 0.3630oi 0.5401oij 0.1379i 0.1755oij 0.1328o

QSFpassagePropagateAV G 0.3700oijk 0.5474oij 0.1382i 0.1808oij 0.1301o

Tableau 2. Performance over CLEF-IP2012 (in boldface: best result in a column).
o, i, j, k, l and m represent statistical significance (two tailed paired t-test, p≤5%)
over the top IP-2012 score, QSFv , QSFvtitle , QSFsection, QSFsectionPropagateAV G and
QSFpassagePropagateAV G respectively.

Methods PRES@100 Recall@100 MAP@100 MAP(D) PREC(D)

IP-2013 top scores 0.4327 0.5399 0.1912ijkm 0.1416 0.2140ij

(Andersson et al., 2016) 0.444 0.560 0.187 0.146 0.282
QSFv 0.4383 0.5705o 0.1581 0.1631o 0.1870
QSFvtitle 0.4412 0.5764o 0.1645 0.1800o 0.1990
QSFsection 0.4522o 0.5810o 0.1682 0.1878oi 0.2189
QSFsectionPropagateAV G 0.4613oij 0.6034oij 0.1731i 0.2073oijh 0.2391oij

QSFpassagePropagateAV G 0.4568oi 0.5917oi 0.1699i 0.1978oij 0.2303oi

Tableau 3. Performance over CLEF-IP2013 (in boldface: best result in a column).
o, i, j, k, l and m represent statistical significance (two tailed paired t-test, p≤5%)
over the top IP-2013 score, QSFv , QSFvtitle , QSFsection, QSFsectionPropagateAV G and
QSFpassagePropagateAV G respectively. Statistical tests over (Andersson et al., 2016) do not
appear since we don’t have access to the original runs.

Nevertheless, our lower performances with MAP@100 show that we also retrieve
passages from a greater number of non-relevant documents.

The statistical significant increases in MAP(D) for both CLEF-IP2012 and CLEF-
IP2013 indicate that in each relevant document, we manage to better rank the passages
according to their relevance.

Besides, we report worse PREC(D) results than (Andersson et al., 2016). This
indicates that even though we are able to better rank the retrieved passages in their
respective documents, we still retrieve non-relevant passages contained in those docu-
ments.

This effect could be linked to our optimization criteria. Indeed, by optimizing the
MAP(D) measure, it is possible that our contextualization methods learn to properly
propagate relevance to passages would should be contextualized (high MAP(D)), but
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Methods α β

QSFv 0.8 -
QSFvtitle 0.9 -
QSFsection 0.6 0.1
QSFsectionPropagateAV G 0.6 0.3
QSFpassagePropagateAV G 0.5 0.2

Tableau 4. Optimal α and β in our proposals, according to MAP(D) on IP-2012 trai-
ning set.

as a side effect also propagate too much relevance to passages who should not be
contextualized (low PREC(D)).

As a matter of comparison between our approaches, we see that QSFvtitle outper-
forms QSFv across all evaluation measures, implying that considering the titles of a
passage’s parent sections for context estimation leads to better performances. Moreo-
ver, we see that QSFsection outperforms both QSFvtitle and QSFv , indicating that
considering a passage’s direct parent section is a better context estimator than only
considering its document.

We see that the relative relevance propagation methods (QSFsectionPropagateAV G

andQSFpassagePropagateAV G), both outperform our first three methods across almost
every evaluation measure. This indicates that propagating relevance according to the
distance between two elements is better for contextualizing a passage, or in other
words, that two elements close to each other in the document’s structure have a better
chance of contextualizing each other.

It is though unclear which of these two approaches is better for contextualization,
since they both (slightly) outperform each other on the two tasks. We think that these
approaches, built upon the same intuition, achieve the same objective and only differ
in their implementations.

4.2.2. Parameters Analysis

In this section we analyze the importance of the components in Gretrieval, accor-
ding to our different model implementations. Table 3 reports the value of the parame-
ters α and β of formulas [3,8,10,12] for the best run of our models on CLEF-IP2012.

A high α value indicates that the information_content(q, g) component is more
important than the information_context(q, g) component to estimate a passage’s
final passage score and vice-versa. A high β value indicates that the Sim(q, gdoc) is
more important than the other context component (different with respects to models)to
estimate a passage’s final passage score and vice-versa.

For the QSFv and QSFvtitle approaches, the parameter α is very high, indicating
that the estimated context has a minimal impact on the computation of a passage’s
final passage score. However, we can see that for the three other approaches, α is
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has a lower impact (α ∈ [0.5, 0.6]). This indicates that these approaches consider
the context as important to compute the final passage score. We deduce that this is
because they estimate the context of a passage more effectively.

Moreover we can see that the optimal β parameter is quite low (β ≤ 0.3), indica-
ting that the other context component (different with respects to models) plays a more
important role in the estimation of a passage’s context than the naive query similarity
of its document.

Finally, we can see that the β value of the absolute relevance method (QSFsection)
is lower than the ones of the relative methods (QSFsectionPropagateAV G,
QSFpassagePropagateAV G). This indicates that even though these latter methods have
a better context estimation, there are still some passages that benefit from having their
relevance propagated in an uniform way. For example, if a passage is very far from
another one but can contextualize it well. This implies that there are still ways to im-
prove the detection of contextualizing passages for accurate relevance propagation.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we investigated the combination of approaches akin to Passage Re-
trieval and Structured Retrieval and tried to leverage benefits from both worlds to per-
form passage retrieval on structured document. More precisely we tackle a problem
inherent to retrieving small textual elements : contextualization.

Contextualization has been analyzed in both Passage and Structured Retrieval in
the form of relevance propagation. We look into several mechanisms of relevance
propagation across a document’s structure and integrate them into a standard passage
retrieval environment. Moreover, we hypothesize that passages closer to each other
might be able to better contextualize each other.

Evaluation performed on two passage retrieval tasks (CLEF-IP2012, CLEF-
IP2013) show the merits of using a document’s structure to perform passage contex-
tualization. Furthermore, we found that propagating a passage’s relevance to another
passage depending on the distance between them leads to better contextualization.

For future works, we would like to explore other distance weighting functions
(other than the Gaussian function). It would also be interesting to analyze how our ap-
proaches can be used in harmony with methods necessitating a first retrieval step such
as relevance feedback or learning-to-rank. Another investigation would be to adapt
our approaches to cases where the MAP(D) measure is not a priority, such as high-
recall systems, or systems requiring the least number of non-relevant results retrie-
ved. Finally, we plan to extend our experiments on two datasets: PatentMatch (Risch
et al., 2020), another patent retrieval dataset, and the INEX dataset (Geva et al., 2010)
which is composed of Wikipedia documents.
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